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About This Game

Description

Classic platformer in the style of Pixel-art. The main character goes to the world of 8-bit games to save his girlfriend. Help him
to find new abilities and find out who is behind the abduction of the girl.

Idea Of the Game

Pixel Devil and the Broken Cartridge is an old school pixel art platformer. The protagonist ends up in the world of 8-bit video
games. Help him get through challenging levels, beat various bosses, learn new skills, and find the villain behind the abduction
of young women. But more importantly, together you’ll have to find the answer to the big question: why have the characters of

old school video games suddenly turned evil?

Key Features

 Classic pixel-art graphics

 Interesting levels

 Exciting bosses
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 Eight-bit music
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Title: Pixel Devil and the Broken Cartridge
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Level Evil
Publisher:
Level Evil, Black Sun Game Publishing
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Pentium 4 800 MHZ or equivalent

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: ATI or NVidia card w/256 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English,Russian,Traditional Chinese,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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broken cartridge test. pixel devil and the broken cartridge shop. pixel devil and the broken cartridge switch. pixel devil and the
broken cartridge скачать. pixel devil and the broken cartridge. pixel devil and the broken cartridge nintendo switch. pixel devil
and the broken cartridge metacritic. pixel devil and the broken cartridge walkthrough

Product is in a very raw state. Lots of things dont work properly. Overall looks are more that of a homemeade flash game rather
than a oldschool one.
Contols are cluncky and default scheme is very uncomfortable and you cant even find a START button on the gamepad (had to
use Enter on the keyboard)

This is an Early Access level of quality not a relaease one.

Do not recommend at the current state.
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The first update.:
Fixed bugs with sound and control. Scroll the screen in the resolution of 1280x1024 (5: 4) and display achievements:
Bugs fixed:

 With the resolution of the game 1280x1024 (5: 4), the screen did not scroll when moving to the next block horizontally.

 Achievements were not shown immediately after receipt, but only when the game was closed.

. Hardcore update:

Added:
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